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ABSTRACT
Wearable computing has variety of applications in which Body Sensor Network (BSN), or Wireless Body Network (WBN) used for pervasive health monitoring and pervasive smart environment. Application of sensors is increasing in the modern environment. In this paper an attempt has been made for probable preventions of drunken and medically affected driving strategies. This leads the future generation vehicles which are invisible servant or pervasive in nature to use pervasive intelligence based built-in application such as automatic configuring of car accessories. This paper deals with various characteristic parameter based analysis and design of a smart vehicles that guides the said categories of drive systems. Our simulation results proved good enough for drunker (or) medically affected drunken strategies, with the selected set of the unique parameters under consideration for our experiment.

Introduction
Prerequisities of the paper needs attention of the following concepts. “Wearable computing is will be the future technique” as quoted by Mark Weiser, the father of ubiquitous computing needs the technological aspect of Body Sensor Network (BSN) architecture for parameter monitoring in the drunken and medically affected strategy. This aims to set a standard for the development of common approach towards pervasive monitoring [1]. BSN is facing challenges in terms of monitoring patients (or) objects where they have never been monitored before. Pervasive based smart environment is growing drastically in the recent technology. Especially pervasive (self guiding) cars has attracted good number of researchers and intellectuals as more the 50% of the toll rate is due road accidents was reported [2]. The smart sensors helps in reasonably good prevention of the accident by the design of smart environment based car system. For every minute a person dies due to drunken drive activity which motivated the idea of introducing smart car. The smart cars have the intelligent computing system which is inbuilt and used for pervasive architecture.

Wearable computing brings the power of a pervasive computing environment to a person by placing computing and sensory resources on the user in an unobtrusive way. These computers can be specialized and modular, like clothing. Unlike laptops or handheld computers, wearable computers offer many new models to interact beyond keyboards and touch screen, in a natural, intuitive way, such as sound and tactile feedback. In addition, wearable’s can easily be reconfigured to meet specific needs of applications [3].

Smart Environments
Smart environments link computers to everyday settings and commonplace tasks. A smart environment is a small world where all kinds of smart devices continuously work to make inhabitants’ lives more comfortable. The most basic feature of smart environments is the ability to control devices remotely or automatically. Tremendous advances have been made in the development of sensor technology and in the ability of sensors to share information and make low-level decisions. As a result, environments can provide constant small adjustments based on sensor readings and can better customize behaviors to the nuances of the inhabitant surroundings [4-6].

Biosensors
Biosensors convert the biological activity of the human body to electrical signal. In a biosensor the phenomenon is recognized by a biological system called a bio receptor, which is in direct contact with the sample and forms the sensitive component of the biosensor [7]. Biosensor has a wide number of applications in patient monitoring, measurement of metabolites, insulin therapy, the breath analyser is used for monitoring the odour of the object. Small wireless sensors attached to the patient body, measure vital sign of data, and transmit them through the established sensor network to an external observation unit. However, current sensor network solutions have to evolve to be suited for the medical domain, which requires flexible and safe set-up of the system as well as reliable, fail-safe operation. Today’s sensor networks, mainly used for environmental monitoring, are either statically pre-configured for a certain task, or build as spontaneous ad-hoc networks. For medical usage, this system behavior is to be transformed to a reliable and defined system set-up, working automatically but nevertheless being under explicit control of a medical practitioner [8].

Related works
In this section, the state of the art concerning pervasive smart vehicles is investigated. The result of this section enhances a new methodology in smart pervasive vehicles. Medical monitoring practicing inside a car can contribute both to safety issues (supervision of driver fitness) as well as healthcare issues by vitals signs imperceptibly which is safety to the individuals as well as public[9,10]. A car-integrated medical sensor system could be capable of detecting such critical conditions and initiate appropriate measures ranging from drive interventions (e.g. safety auto pilot) to emergency services (e.g. car to car or car to emergency communication services, qualified ambulance call)[11].
The stability of in-vehicle networks is suboptimal due to increases in wire length, difficulty in diagnosing sensor failures, and fault tolerance issues. Because control and sensing data are transmitted in a single network, it is difficult for in-vehicle portable devices to collect sensor data to check a vehicle status [12]. Heart rate reactivity during alcohol intoxication has been widely used in alcohol challenge studies (a) stress response dampening (b) alcohol and (c) the psychomotor stimulant theory of addiction. Studies have shown that an increase in baseline heart rate during alcohol intoxication is associated with (a) changes in mood associated with the stimulant properties of alcohol (e.g. energetic–tired dimension) (b) enhanced sensitivity to reward[13]. Heart rate, breathing and metabolic activity of varies based on physical activity[14]. Alcohol Intoxication causes visual imbalance and posture imbalance to the object (i.e.) driver[15].

Pervasive smart vehicles using smart sensors Methodology

Fig.1 describes the proposed smart vehicle system. The vehicle when integrated with sensor which monitor the pulse can be impregnated in the acceleration and control unit of the vehicle (or) safeguards like helmet (or) belt of the rider. The output of the sensors are connected wirelessly to the microcomputer of the vehicle. The output of the sensors are being processed by the microcomputer as per the algorithm shown in Fig 1. The microcomputer which is in the vehicle inbuilt system works accordingly and the output of it is given to the ignition coil, and medical accessories, emergency units of the vehicle. Further, the microcomputer blocks the ignition coil system and it does not allow the vehicle to get start. The microcomputer is also capable of troubleshooting the sensors which are connected both wired and wireless mode with the intelligence. The power to all the accessories is supplied by power source. Thus the system is rechargeable and not power starving in nature.

cross check()  
{  
// cross checking first time  
    if(no)  
        {  
            go to input;  
        }  
    else  
        // cross check is clear  
        {  
            go to range abnor;  
        }  
    range abnor(α,β,γ)  
    {  
        range(α)  
        {  
            Declare drunk;  
            Block ignition;  
        }  
        range(β)  
        {  
            Open oxy mask;  
            Go to input;  
        }  
        //oxygen is mask is opened and the system is forced to monitor again  
        range(γ)  
        {  
            cross check(=1)  
            Go to input;  
        }  
    }  
    declare Cardiac arrest(if cross check==1)  
    {  
        first aid&& alarm;  
    }  
}  
end

Fig. 2 Algorithm1- Parameter monitoring of Body sensor Network

diagnose tools()  
//diagnose tools are used to avoid false alarm  
{  
    Begin  
    tbleshoo() {  
        If(poss)  
        {  
            restart sensor;  
            Go to input;  
        }  
        else()  
        {  
            buzzalrm;  
        }  
    }  
end

NOTATIONS IN ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
od-odour
hb-heart beat
bp-blood pressure
pr-pulse rate
nor-normal
abnor-abnormal
Algorithm in Fig 2: represents about the input and processing of data and corresponding output of the smart vehicle such as alarm and emergency call to medical Centre. Algorithm in Fig 3: represents about the troubleshooting of sensors under fault condition.

**Flow chart description**

The flow chart in Fig 4: describes the process flow of the proposed model, at the first stage the system is classified the input to three stages

- **Normal**: i.e. the object that is examined is normal and the ignition is allowed instead of processing further.
- **Abnormal**: Which says that the system rechecks the data again by scanning it from the sensors correspondingly. Once the data is thoroughly checked, it is pushed to the next level to detect the range of abnormality.
- **The input may not be detected due to some fault nature of sensor or due to incapability of getting input, under such condition the data is again examined by scanning the sensors or pushing to troubleshooting stage.**

**Range of Abnormality**

The next level i.e. the range of abnormality is detected and classified into three stages, namely α, β, γ, α which designate the person is drunk and the ignition of the vehicle is blocked by the microcomputer. β represents whether the person is in hypertension or in scared stage and the oxygen mask is to be opened which reduces the tension by supplying more oxygen to the lungs there by reducing the hypertension. γ indicates the person is underwent cardiac arrest, thereby alarm signal is given to circuit and emergency call to the nearby medical Centre take place.

**Fig. 3 algorithm 2 - trouble shooting of body sensor networks**

Algorithm in Fig 2: represents about the input and processing of data and corresponding output of the smart vehicle such as alarm and emergency call to medical Centre. Algorithm in Fig 3: represents about the troubleshooting of sensors under fault condition.

**Flow chart description**

The flow chart in Fig 4: describes the process flow of the proposed model, at the first stage the system is classified the input to three stages

- **Normal**: i.e. the object that is examined is normal and the ignition is allowed instead of processing further.
- **Abnormal**: Which says that the system rechecks the data again by scanning it from the sensors correspondingly. Once the data is thoroughly checked, it is pushed to the next level to detect the range of abnormality.
- **The input may not be detected due to some fault nature of sensor or due to incapability of getting input, under such condition the data is again examined by scanning the sensors or pushing to troubleshooting stage.**

**Range of Abnormality**

The next level i.e. the range of abnormality is detected and classified into three stages, namely α, β, γ, α which designate the person is drunk and the ignition of the vehicle is blocked by the microcomputer. β represents whether the person is in hypertension or in scared stage and the oxygen mask is to be opened which reduces the tension by supplying more oxygen to the lungs there by reducing the hypertension. γ indicates the person is underwent cardiac arrest, thereby alarm signal is given to circuit and emergency call to the nearby medical Centre take place.

**Fig. 4 Flow chart for proposed model**

**Process Description**

For the analysis of the said strategies we have chosen characteristic parameters like odour, pulse rate, heartbeat, blood pressure of the persons obtained from the various sensors attached to the vehicle under consideration. The monitored sensors data is fed into the processing unit where it process the data and analyse the validity of the data and proceeds to next stage of the processing, before sending the data to the next stage the data from the sensors is cross-checked and repeatedly monitored. In next stage of processing, the input data is shuffled many times and accordingly the range of the data is classified into namely α, β, γ. The α signifies that the object i.e. the driver is in drunken stage and the ignition of the car is blocked. The β level is understood when the object is in hypertension level and oxygen mask gets opened and prior medication is given. The last level γ describes that the patient is under cardiac arrest and the alarm signal is given which calls the nearby emergency medication facility.

**Experimental**

Model validation and simulation results are done using true time simulator [16] in MATLAB.

**Data Set**

Table 1 describes the typical pulse rate, odour, heart beat and blood pressure of the real time data liquor habitants and medically affected victims. The data from the rehabilitation centre classified the range of abnormality to α, β, γ the pulse rate, heartbeat, hypertension of the object has varied based on the status of the object (i.e.) driver. The detailed data from survey motivate our approach to deal with EEG and ECG signals further. The details from the literature survey strengthened our real time data collection, not only the heartbeat, pulse rate seems to changing the EEG and ECG signals used to vary as per the physician.

**Experimental design**

**Fig. 5 Ensemble approach of the proposed model**

**Mathematical Description**

In the proposed approach, the sensors are modelled by solving the non linear equation[17].

\[
Z(x, \lambda) = h(x, \lambda) \tag{1}
\]

Where

- \(Z\): output of the sensor
- \(X\): Sensing location
- \(\lambda\): characteristic parameter

Solving non linear equation (1) –

\[
H(x) = \frac{A}{(1 + \alpha_2)(1 + \beta)} \tag{2}
\]

A, α, β are real parameters[18].

**Simulation results and discussion**

We simulated our model with true time toolbox that works in matlab.

**True Time toolbox**

True Time is a Matlab/Simulink-based simulator for real-time control systems. This toolbox facilitates co-simulation of controller task execution in real-time kernels, network transmissions and continuous plant dynamics. It is written in C++ MEX language, uses event based simulation and external interrupts. True Time toolbox (for Matlab) as a simple and easy
way how to realize several network types[19 & 20].

Fig. 6 Schematic of Pervasive Smart Vehicle
Fig 6 shows the simulation diagram of the proposed model using True time simulation tool box, the nodes 1 and 2 share the information using 802.15.4 ZIGBEE protocol, at this the control signal and actual signal is treated and the output is given to the logical block.

Fig 7: Typical transient response of various sensors
Fig 7, 8 represents the transient and steady state response of the sensors respectively. The data during transient state is varying in nature, hence the data is processed when it enters the steady state value as shown in the Fig 8.

Fig. 9a Output from the processing unit under normal condition
Fig 9a and 9b shows the processing unit under normal and abnormal conditions. As indicated in the Table 1 when the signal follows $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ ranges the blocking signal will be activated.

Conclusion and Future work
In this paper we have proposed the intelligent based smart vehicle for avoiding the drunken and medically affected driving strategies. We also proposed the algorithm for monitoring the driver’s health condition. The algorithm used here performs the various characteristics parameters analysis like hypertension, cardiac arrest. Our goal of the work is to prevent the accidents due to driver’s instability. We are in the process of validating the proposed model. The future work focuses on adding various parametric analyses like EEG, ECG to our proposed in realistic algorithm in realistic.
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Table 1: Data collection in Practical Rehabilitation scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pulse rate</th>
<th>Heart beat</th>
<th>BAC</th>
<th>Blood Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>&lt;0.01%</td>
<td>120/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunken (α)</td>
<td>72+(6009)</td>
<td>72+(6009)</td>
<td>&gt;0.01%</td>
<td>Based on status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension (β)</td>
<td>72+(3008)</td>
<td>72+(3008)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01%</td>
<td>140/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared</td>
<td>72+(6009)</td>
<td>72+(6009)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01%</td>
<td>140/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Arrest (γ)</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>&lt;0.01%</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>